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capabilities in different situations. For example imagine
two users with mobile devices that have integrated
portable displays. The spatial proximity of the displays—
indicated by an overlap in their areas of projection—
allows for loose coupling between the devices. Then using
gesture-based interaction with the displays—made
possible by the augmenting camera—the users can transfer
data across the devices. On the other hand, when several
such displays are tiled to create a large display, their
contiguous spatial arrangement allows a loose coupling
between all the displays. The gesture-based interaction in
this case can enable multi-user interaction with the display
wall. The distributed architecture in this case allows
efficient data handling across the different displays,
critical when displaying large, dynamically-changing data.
Main Contributions: Our main contribution in this
paper is to show the feasibility of a data-handling display
realized by a distributed network of projector-camera
systems. Augmented by a distributed gesture recognition
mechanism, this enables efficient data transfers between
the displays, enabling different capabilities in different
applications.

Abstract
Imagine a world in which people can use their handheld mobile devices to project and transfer content.
Everyone can join the collaboration by simply bringing
their mobile devices close to each other. People can grab
data from each others’ devices with simple hand gestures.
Now imagine a large display created by tiling multiple
displays where multiple users can interact with a large
dynamically changing data set in a collocated,
collaborative setting and the displays will take care of the
data transfer and handling functions in a way that is
transparent to the users.
In this paper we present a novel data-handling display
which works as not only a display device but also as an
interaction and data transfer module. We propose simple
gesture based solutions to transfer information between
these data-handling modules. We achieve high scalability
by presenting a fully distributed architecture in which
each device is responsible for its own data and also
communicates and collaborates with other devices. We
also show the usefulness of our work in visualizing large
datasets and at the same time allowing multiple users to
interact with the data.

2. Previous work
Our work shares a common vision with that of [18],
though we expand on the rudimentary concepts presented
therein into a scalable system. There have been many
earlier publications in the direction of single and multiuser projection-based user interfaces. For single user,
single projector systems, using a flashlight as an input
device has been explored in [6, 13, 14] in order to interact
with a large virtual workspace. Whenever a portion of the
screen is lit by the flashlight the information on that part
will become visible to the user. Cao and Balakrishnan [6]
investigated the possibility of using the flashlight
metaphor in order to achieve generic interaction
techniques used for defining information spaces in a new
environment on-the-fly. Beardsley et al. account for the
distortions in the projected image for a single projector to
create an undistorted stationary virtual desktop [1]. This is
extended to multiple projectors by Raskar et al. [14, 15].
In addition to single user systems much research has
been done in the area of single projector, multi-user

1. Introduction
Recent advances in projection and camera technologies
have made these devices increasingly portable. It is not
difficult to envision displays made from portable
projector-camera pairs in the near future. Many mobile
phones and computers already come equipped with
integrated cameras for video chat and handheld “picoprojectors” are already available to consumers. Given
these advances in the miniaturization of projectors and
cameras, it is entirely possible for projector-camera
displays to also soon be portable.
We consider displays made from projector-camera pairs
and show that such display units, coupled by a fully
distributed architecture for handling data allow us to
exchange data between displays. The advantage of such
display modules is that they can be used in both portable
and stationary displays alike, granting different
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systems which are usually used as collaborative
groupware for collocated groups of users. These papers
can be categorized into two major groups: the approaches
that use display walls as described in [4, 8, 9, 19] and the
ones that are using tabletop displays as described in [17,
21, 22]. These papers usually focus on handling multi-user
collaboration paradigms in collocated groupware as
discussed in [11] and also how to retain information
privacy of the users utilizing shutter glasses, which is
investigated in [18].
Our work falls in the category of multi-projector, multiuser interaction as in [5]. This work uses multiple
handheld projectors to explore a shared physical space.
When dealing with general displays instead of projectors,
there have been more papers pertaining to connecting
multiple display spaces. Pick-and-Drop [16] investigates a
pen-based technique used to transfer data between devices
by picking objects from one device and dropping them
into another one. Toss-It, presented by Yatani et al. [23],
introduces a new technique to transfer information
between a PDA and other devices.
However, all these systems depend on a centralized
camera-based-tracking system where a stereo pair of
cameras sees all the different projectors which emit
specialized LED based patterns to decipher the coupling
between the input devices. Further, all these works use the
handheld projector/pen/PDA as the input device where a
user is coupled to a device and can hence only interact
with the shared space through it.
In contrast, in our system, only human gestures are used
as inputs, spatial proximity is used to couple the displays

Figure 1: A Plug-and-Play Projector (PPP)
consisting of a camera, a projector, and a
processing unit.

together as opposed to tracking the displays, and having a
distributed network of projector-camera pairs opens up the
possibility of distributed gesture recognition and tracking
to enable interaction. Finally, there is little coupling
between the users and the displays which automatically
lends itself to a multi-user scenario, where a user may not
have the ownership of a device.

3. System overview
The backbone of our system is built on our earlier work
on creating scalable displays via a distributed network of
“plug-and-play-projectors” (PPPs) [3]. A PPP is a selfsufficient display unit made of a projector, camera and
computer (Figure 1). A scalable display is created by
placing the projection areas of the PPPs in a spatially
contiguous (overlapping) manner. The PPPs are initially
unaware of the configuration that they are arranged in.
Using visual communication via the cameras in the interprojector overlap regions, a PPP starts detecting its
neighbors whenever its associated camera perceives some
other PPP in its coverage area. Using a distributed
approach each PPP can discover its position in the display
and communicate and propagate information throughout
the entire display until convergence (geometric and
photometric registration) is achieved. Following this the
PPP can also set up a network-based communication
channel across all the PPPs belonging to one display or a
subset thereof via multicast or broadcast capabilities.
Figure 2 shows an illustration of this distributed system
architecture.

Figure 2: An illustration of a distributed system architecture for
multi-projector displays.
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This distributed architecture permits the easy detection
of addition and removal of PPPs to a display. The
neighboring PPPs can detect this via their cameras and
broadcast a reconfiguration message following which the
PPPs reconfigure and register themselves.
We propose using the same PPPs to create data
handling displays that can now function as both input and
output devices. We consider hand gestures as the primary
source of input. Gestures can be detected using the same
camera that is used for configuration identification and
registration. We propose using the underlying distributed
architecture proposed in [3] for interacting with the PPPs
as well as using a distributed way to recognize,
communicate, and react to gestures.
Distributed gesture recognition poses challenges when
the gesture does not occur within a single display.
However, note that since the recognition is a local
phenomenon which only involves a single display or a few
adjacent ones, having multiple users does not pose a
problem.
In back projection systems, the screen blocks the view
of the gestures in cameras mounted on the rear projectors
themselves. This poses a challenge which is commonly
resolved by the using infrared illuminators and cameras [7,
10], as will be described in Section 3.3.
Distributed gesture communication involves informing
all the PPPs in the display or a subset thereof of the
recognized gesture. The challenge lies in achieving this in
a fashion that optimizes different parameters like speed,
network congestion and reliability.
Finally, distributed reaction involves each PPP to reach
an independent decision about how to react to the
communicated message in such a manner that would result
in a globally acceptable data transfer and display.
We have developed the first basic version of the above
mentioned features resulting in two applications: (a) file
handling in portable devices via front projection PPPs; (b)
data handling in visualizing large, dynamically-changing
datasets in a tiled display via rear projection PPPs.

The user can use a simple pointing gesture to select a
file. He can first select a document in one folder and select
a different folder on a different device to initiate a file
transfer from one device to another. In addition to file
transfer, users can use additional gestures to delete files or
to capture new data. For example a user can show a
capture gesture and then hold a physical document in front
of the camera. The camera captures a picture of the
document and a new object will be created that contains
the captured image.

Figure 3: The process of moving a document from one mobile
device to another one.

It is important to note that in our system we do not
associate users with the particular displays. One user
might interact with all of the displays or more than one
user can interact with the same display.

3.2. Large visualization with back projection
A tiled display made of multiple rear projectors is
commonly used for visualizing large datasets. Note that
the same distributed gesture based data handling technique
can also be used to interact with this type of data. The
limitation we encounter is that the camera cannot detect
visible light gestures reliably because the screen and
projected image obstructs the hand.
To handle this situation, as in [7, 10], we augment our
PPPs with an infrared (IR) camera and an IR illuminator.
Note that while the regular cameras are used for
registration and detection of addition and removal of
PPPs, the IR cameras are used following registration when
the display is being used for visualization purposes alone.
The IR illuminator and the camera allow us to detect
gestures when we touch the screen. Figure 5 shows our
setup.
Users can now interact with the data. Imagine some
map-like data which is being panned and zoomed by the
users. In this work, we consider global interactions, i.e. an
interaction that involves changing the display content on
all PPPs similarly (e.g. translate the map 100 pixels to left
or zoom the map to 1.5 times scale). This is most relevant
for single user, but does not restrict multiple users to work
together unless they perform different gestures at the same
instant in time. A more sophisticated paradigm to handle
multiple users, which is a part of our future work, may

3.1. File handling with front projection
Imagine two users holding their mobile devices which
are equipped with small, hand-held PPPs. The users bring
together the projection areas of their devices, causing them
to overlap. Using the cameras, the PPPs can recognize
simple hand gestures. Users can then use simple hand
gestures to share data across the devices. On a lower level,
the devices can use Wi-Fi or Bluetooth for communication
and data transfer. Figure 3 demonstrates the simple
process of moving a document from one mobile device to
another in our system.
In our system, we use a PC to simulate the mobile
device; the fundamental issues are the same. Figure 4 is a
picture of our front projection setup.
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involve defining regions of local interactions and allowing
different kinds of local interactions from multiple users in
different parts of the data.

reflected back to the IR camera we use for gesture
detection.
Each PPP is responsible for detecting the gestures that
occur within the view of its camera. When the gesture is
happening at the overlap of two projectors they can detect
that this is the same gesture using network communication
in order to avoid duplicate execution of the gesture
detection across two adjacent PPPs.
We assume simple 2D gestures and use an approach
similar to the method described in [12] to classify the
gestures. We first find the bounding box of silhouette of
the hand to find its orientation. The bounding box will
then be properly rotated in order to make the features
rotation invariant. Following the rotation the gestures will
be classified with metrics presented in [12]. We use a
limited number of gestures in our systems and therefore
simple classifications can be utilized effectively.

4. The First Prototype
In this paper, we present the very first version of the
distributed gesture-based interaction and data handling we
have developed using the PPP based distributed
architecture [3].

4.1. Gesture detection
The PPP captures the scene using the camera and
performs background cancelation on the captured images.
Following this we get the silhouette of the hand
performing the gesture.
In the rear-projection system, the use of IR illuminators
and cameras does not require any dynamic background
cancelation for gesture detection because our projected
content appears only in the visible light spectrum, not seen
by our IR cameras. It also makes gesture detection more
robust because if we project dark content on the screen
there might not be enough visible light for gesture
detection. The cameras, being behind the screen along
with the projectors prevent occlusion problems which are
common in front projection systems. However our rear
projection system does require the user to touch the screen
for gesture detection. When the user touches the screen
part of the light that reaches the front of the screen is

4.2. Gesture Communication
After detecting a gesture, the resulting action might
affect the whole display. Therefore following each action
with a global scope, the corresponding PPP will broadcast
the action to its neighbors and the neighbors will keep
doing the same thing. The system will reach a consensus
after a few iterations. With this message passing
mechanism that happens only between the neighbors we
avoid network congestion that is usually a result of
message broadcasting.

Figure 4: Our setup for the file handling with front projection system including two PPPs.
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Figure 5: Our setup for the large dataset visualization with back projection system including four PPPs.

4.3. Data Handling Reaction
Once each PPP detects the gestures, the PPP realizes
how the data should be moved on the unified display made
by all of the PPPs to create the acceptable result for the
user. Note that following the configuration identification
step presented in [3], each PPP is aware of the part of the
data it is responsible for and already has fetched the data.
Similarly, when a PPP receives a transmitted gesture,
based on the pre-defined interaction it is supposed to
perform, it can compute the extra part of the data it should
fetch from the server and in the position it should be
displayed. Following this, the appropriate data is fetched
by each PPP from the data server.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

5. Implementation and results
As introduced in the previous section we have two
different systems both utilizing hand gestures for user
interaction but utilizing different projection mechanisms.
In this section we will go through the implementation
details of each of the systems and the way the users can
interact with them.

Figure 6: Gestures used for the file handling with front projection
system. Corresponding actions are: (a) cancel operation, (b) copy
a document or paste it if something is already in the clipboard
and the finger does not point to another document, (c) capture a
new document, and (d) remove a document.

5.1. File handling with front projection system

We use four basic gestures in this system for capture,
select, paste, and delete. The corresponding gestures for
each action can be found in Figure 6. Our gesture
recognition is implemented in a non-optimized MATLAB
code. Hence, for the gesture recognition to take place, the
user should keep his hand steady for half of a second. This
way the system can make sure that the user actually
intends to do some action which prevents from many

This system consists of two PPP units. Each of the units
has a separate desktop. When units come spatially close to
each other and start to overlap, users can start using file
transfer abilities. Also each unit by itself gives the user the
ability to capture documents and move or delete them on
his own desktop.
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misinterpretations.
In this system cameras are located near the projectors in
front of the display. The camera included in the PPP
captures an image of the scene. Using the information
gathered during the geometric and photometric registration
phase [3], each PPP can geometrically warp and
photometrically transform the image it is projecting
appropriately to predict the scene without the gesture from
the camera’s point of view. This predicted image is then
subtracted from the captured images in order to do a
background cancelation and detect the silhouette of the
hand.
After detecting the gestures, TCP is used for message
passing in this system. The port number will be
propagated together with the IP address after the PPPs
visually recognized each other. Following that a TCP
connection will be established between the neighboring
PPPs and they can start to communicate. We chose TCP
for this system since we need to transfer the actual user
data (the files) along with the gestures which can be done
reliably via TCP.

movement or scaling is proportional to the difference of
these values between the first and current frame.
For message passing we use a UDP based messaging to
keep all the PPPs updated with the latest gestures detected
by rest of the PPPs. First each PPP propagates its location,
which is discovered during the geometric registration, and
also its IP address. Afterwards a UDP connection will be
established between every pair of neighbors. Since in this
application we only need to transfer the gesture parameters
in a timely manner and do not send any data along with it,
we chose UDP, which affords us lower latency.
Each PPP keeps on sending its current detected gesture
or a no-op when nothing is detected. Sending a no-op
helps the neighbors to make sure that the PPP is still
responding. All the PPPs use a polling mechanism to get
the latest detected gesture and respond appropriatly. If a
PPP stops responding due to a failure, it will be detected
and handled via reconfiguration of the display in the same
way as in [3].

5.3. Details of the utilized devices
We used two Epson PowerLite 1825 LCD projectors for
our front projection setup and four similar projectors for
our back projection setup. We used two Access IP cameras
connected to two similar PCs for the front projection
system and four Point Grey Firefly2 cameras connected to
four heterogeneous PCs for the back projection system.
The photometric and geometric calibration process
takes less than a minute and afterwards users can work
with the system interactively.

5.2. Rear projection system
Our rear projection system consists of four projectors in
a two row, two column grid, each of them equipped with a
camera located on top of the projector. The gestures in this
system include translation and zooming which allow users
to effectively browse different parts of the map. The
gestures for this application are similar to gestures (c), and
(d) in Figure 6 but they will be tracked.
In our system, instead of using a separate IR camera,
following the distributed registration of the PPPs, we
mount a simple visible light filter on the same camera to
realize an IR camera. This transition takes place manually
in our system but can be made automatic simply by using
a mechanical actuator to switch between visible light and
infrared filters. If the projector configuration changes (due
to addition, removal or fault) the actuator can allow the
cameras to be switched back to the normal mode (enabling
the IR filter) for geometric and photometric calibration.
We can also simply use an additional IR camera to capture
gestures while an independent visible light camera
monitors registration.
In order to perform static background cancelation
required for the gesture detection the system captures the
background before presence of any gesture to be used
later. Since IR images are noisy, the system performs
some preprocessing and then, by comparing the image
with the background model, finds bounding box of the
silhouette of the hand gesture.
In this application we need to track the gestures to
interpret the intent of the user. This is achieved by
computing and tracking the centroid, size and orientation
of the gesture until the gesture is complete. The amount of

6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper we presented data handling displays by
extending the notion of the "plug-and-play projector"
(PPP) and implementing a distributed gesture detection,
communication and reaction system on top of the
distributed network of PPPs proposed in [3]. We also used
visual overlaps to group the PPPs instead of tracking them
which requires a central tracking mechanism. Using visual
overlap helped us to keep with the fully distributed
paradigm of the system. We demonstrated usefulness of
our approach by showing a front projection system used
for information sharing between multiple desktops and a
back projection tiled display for large dataset
visualization.
However, this is the very first prototype and enormous
possibilities for future work exist. We would like to be
able to handle gestures which are not limited to scope of
one projector and its overlap area e.g. a user can draw a
large circle without considering how many projectors are
included in his drawing. Then the area inside the circle can
be considered as his personal workspace. We plan to study
possible ways of defining the notion of personal working
area in a large area display. This way a user can have his
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personal workspace when required and at the same time
share his work with the rest of the users whenever he
desires.
Finally we would like to seek other applications that can
make use of such systems, such as office environments,
and study a wider variety of gestures that suit these
applications.
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